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‘Solid Light’ is Kowtow’s 15th collection and is inspired by the 
works of artists who have experimented with light.

‘We have always been impressed by the straight-to-the-point 
efficiency of minimal art. The idea that light can be used in very 
simple ways to create a sense of space and to trick the eye 
was the focal point of our design process’ says Gosia Piatek, 
Kowtow’s founder and art director. For example, in James Turrell 
projections, 3D shapes such as pyramids or cubes seem to appear 
in the corners of empty rooms and it feels like you can touch 
them even though they don’t exist. Quite similar is the meditative 
work of Anthony McCall whose displays of light and smoke in 
slow motion creates a sense of calm and magic. On the other 
end of the spectrum, Len Lye’s video experiments and kinetic 
sculptures are more playful: light does not stop moving and 
seems almost intangible as if it only existed for a short moment. 
Kowtow’s ‘Solid Light’ is a collection that deals with playfulness 
and versatility but also a sense of calm and observation.
 
‘Solid Light’ explores these concepts with the use of sharp lines 
that contrast with curves in garments such as the Symmetry Dress, 
Major Laser Shorts, Prismatic Pant and Solid Light Dress. Panels 
and pleats add structure and shapes to the Spectrum Shirt, the 
Solid Light Dress or the Shutter Trench. One of the key features 
of the collection is pleated panels in the Slide Skirt, Installation 
Shirt and Installation Dress.
 
Versatility is one of Kowtow’s strengths with styles designed to 
be worn several ways such as the McCall dress and Solid light 
dress.
 
The Light Me Up Cardigan and Solid Light Dress are oversized 
garments that find a perfect balance layered with tailored styles 
such as the Spectrum Shirt or the Speed of Light Blazer.
 
Kowtow’s androgynous signature is present through genre 
blending styles that can be worn by both men and women:  

the Refraction Pant, Newtown Shorts, Wavelength Coat, Shutter 
Trench or See it To Believe it Coat.
 
Both part of the blue spectrum, the key colours of the collection 
are sky blue and teal, which contrast with crisp white, subtle 
smoke and black. The prints introduce more colours to complete 
the range.
 
The limited edition Mirrorwall prints evoke 3D optical illusions 
and are available in two colour ways. The bigger version, printed 
on twill only, comes in a strong contrast of gold and tar on smoke 
to emphasizes the 3D effect while the smaller Mirrorwall print 
is all about subtlety and comes in more feminine plaster and 
quartz on voile. All prints are designed in-house. The Zig-Zag 
print tricks the eye and appears to be in perpetual movement.
 
New styles have been added to Building Blocks, Kowtow’s range 
of timeless basics: the Boat Neck Dress and Top, the Cap Sleeve 
Top and one of the all time bestsellers, the Function Piece which 
can be worn both as a top or a skirt.
 
All fabrics are made from premium 100% certified fair trade 
organic cotton and are exclusively manufactured for Kowtow to 
their own unique specifications. Dyes used are free of hazardous 
elements such as formaldehyde, pesticides and other heavy 
metals, as certified by the Global Organic Textile Standard.
Kowtow expands its range of Twill, Jersey, Poplin and Voile with 
the lightest Muslin used in the Exposure Scarf. For the first time 
Kowtow introduces navy & white stripe jersey that is used in the 
main collection as well as Building Blocks.
 
‘Solid Light’ will be launched in August 2014 worldwide in USA, 
Europe, Japan, Middle East, Asia, Australia, New Zealand and 
online.
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